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Puzzle canon for Henry VIII. GB-LBL Royal 11 E XI, fol. 3r

« Happy Birthday, Henry! »
Royal music for his 530th birthday

London, 27th June 1521: It is the eve of the 30th birthday of the
English King Henry VIII. 500 years later, ReRenaissance presents a
snapshot of music from Henry's circle that has survived in the
manuscript of the British Library Add. 31922, including pieces
attributed to «Kynge H. VIII». These are, in a sense, utopian sounds
that emerged when Henry, as an educated humanist, took an interest
in the arts, made music himself and placed his trust in diplomats
such as Thomas More. Reprinted in Basel in 1518, More's book about
the imaginary island of «Utopia» engages in a dialogue about an ideal
society, but does not yet foreshadow anything of Henry’s later
rejection. This concert thus provides an insight into the landscape of
sound at the royal court before even his first marital crisis: six
musicians wish «Happy Birthday, Henry!»

Tessa Roos - voice
Grace Newcombe - voice, clavisimbalum
Emma-Lisa Roux – lute, voice
Claire Piganiol - harp, recorder
Elizabeth Rumsey - viola d'arco, recorder Tabea
Schwartz - recorder, viola d'arco; director
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1511 Henry enters the tournament - adorned with a K for Katharine.
Westminster Tournament Roll, College of Arms London

1.

« Programme »

Pastyme with good companye - Henry VIII (1491-1547)
London, British Library Add. MS 31922, fol. 14v-15r

2. Withowt dyscord - Henry VIII
MS 31922, fol. 68v-69r
3. La my - [Henricus Isaac (c1450-1517)]
MS 31922, fol. 7v-9v
4. A Robyn - William Cornish (c1465-1523)
MS 31922, fol. 53v-54r
5. My thought oppressed Anonymous MS 31922, fol. 116v-120r

6. Pastyme with good companye - Henry VIII
MS 31922, fol. 14v-15
7. In May that lusty seson - Farthing [Thomas Farthing ( † 1520
or 1521)].
MS 31922, fol. 26r
8. Fa la sol - [William Cornish]
MS 31922, fol. 9v-14r
9. Grene growth the holy - Henry VIII
MS 31922, fol. 37v-38r

10. Pastyme with good companye - Henry VIII
MS 31922, fol. 14v-15r
11. Fors solemant - [Josquin des Prez (c1450/55-1521)]
MS 31922, fol. 104v-105r
12. Wherto shuld I expresse - Henry VIII
MS 31922, fol. 51v-52r
13. If love now reigned - Henry VIII
MS 31922, fol. 48v-49r and 52v-53r
14. Taunder naken - Henry VIII
MS 31922, 82v-84r

15. Though some sayth Anonymous MS 31922, fol. 71v-73r
16. Belle sur tautes: Tota pulcra - [Alexander Agricola (1445-1506)]
MS 31922, fol. 99v-100r
17. Consort VIII] - Henry VIII
MS 319222, fol. 64v-65r
18. Madame d'amours Anonymous MS 31922, fol. 73v-74r
19. Farewel my joy - Cooper [Robert Cooper (1474-1540)]
MS 31922, fol. 66v-68r
20. Helas Madam - Henry VIII
MS 31922, fol. 18v-19r

Depiction of the island of Utopia in the Basel print of 1518. UB Basel RB 80, p. 12

« About the programme »

A utopia

The island of Utopia is in the middle two hundred miles broad, and
holds almost at the same breadth over a great part of it, but it
grows narrower towards both ends. Its figure is not unlike a
crescent. Between its horns the sea comes in eleven miles
broad, and spreads itself into a great bay, which is environed
with land to the compass of about five hundred miles, and is
well secured from winds.

[...] There are fifty-four cities in the island, all large and well built, the
manners, customs, and laws of which are the same, and they are all
contrived as near in the same manner as the ground on which they
stand will allow. The nearest lie at least twenty-four miles’ distance
from one another, and the most remote are not so far distant but
that a man can go on foot in one day from it to that which lies next
it.
Every city sends three of their wisest senators once a year to Amaurot,
to consult about their common concerns; for that is the chief town
of the island, being situated near the centre of it, so that it is the
most convenient place for their assemblies.
The jurisdiction of every city extends at least twenty miles, and,
where the towns lie wider, they have much more ground. No
town desires to enlarge its bounds, for the people consider
themselves rather as tenants than landlords.
From Thomas More's Utopia, 1516, Ed. Henry Morley 2000. Utopia was published in Basel
in 1518.
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» The Term utopia is now firmly embedded in the international
vocabulary. It was coined by the philosopher and later state
chancellor of Henry VIII, Thomas More. His work «On the Best
Constitution of the State» was first published in Leuven in 1516
under the supervision of his friend Erasmus of Rotterdam. After a
first printing in Basel in 1518, the first German translation followed
in 1524, entitled «Von der wunderbarlichen Innsel Utopia genant».
Long before literary classifications such as fiction, fantasy, etc., More
literally chose a non-place as the setting for his politicalphilosophic descriptions. The Greek word topos (space) is negated
by the prefix ou . What is meant here is the nonexistence of the
ideal life and social scenario described, but probably as less of a
fantastic unreality than what is prevalent in utopian, escapist
writings today. The frame story of Utopia actually begins with a
report-like introduction:
Henry VIII., the unconquered King of England, a prince adorned with
all the virtues that become a great monarch, having some
differences of no small consequence with Charles the most
serene Prince of Castile, sent me into Flanders, as his
ambassador, for treating and composing matters between
them.
From Thomas More's Utopia, 1516, Ed. Henry Morley 2000.

In the following story, the encounter with a world traveller is
described from the perspective of an envoy who reports on the
political and social circumstances on a remote island. On the one
hand, this has significant parallels with More's British homeland
and is at the same time a weighty critique of existing conditions.
Not all the ideas and visions that More committed to paper in this
way are still relevant today. His «egalitarianism» and rigid
moralism are particularly striking, but in the context of his time,
the descriptions of elected political representatives, and a six-hour
working day that gives both men and women time and access to
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artistic and scientific activities are quite revolutionary. More
succeeds in spicing up his counter-proposal to contemporary
reality with a certain irony. His protagonist, for example, wears
the name Raphael Hythlodaeus with the meaning «who heals»
and «chatterbox». The not uncritical message is thus placed in
numerous printed editions in Europe. More gained prestige and
years his younger.
The programme takes up the idea of a utopia and presents music
as it might have sounded in that very year, 1521. The dating of the
«Henry VIII Manuscript" which is listed under the number 31922 in
the British Library is disputed, but has been narrowed down by
leading musicologists in recent years to the first decade of
Henry's reign. It can therefore be said with a fair degree of
certainty that the music contained in the manuscript was
composed before Henry turned 30.
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Thomas More received Hans Holbein (1526) on Erasmus's recommendation; this
study for a portrait was made on that occasion. Royal Collection, Windsor

A king composes
The programme invites a change of perspective: On the eve of
Henry VIII's 30th birthday, exactly 500 years ago, there was
nothing to suggest that Henry would one day go down in history
as the «English Nero». The young king had fought some difficult
but, from his point of view, mostly successful battles. At twelve
years old he was married to Catherine of Aragon, who had actually
been chosen as the wife of his brother, who died suddenly when
Henry was ten years old. Once it was ruled out that Catherine was
pregnant with a potential heir to the throne, Henry's life changed
considerably, with marriage and coronation (1509) following in
quick succession. Previously he and his younger siblings had been
educated separately from the Crown Prince. Thus Henry had
enjoyed an extensive humanistic education in his early childhood
years and was particularly well versed in the fine arts. Already in
1498 - Henry was seven years old - he received a lute, and was
possibly taught by the French lutenist Giles Duwes who was part of
Henry's court from 1501 until his death in 1535.
Even Erasmus of Rotterdam, who visited his friend Thomas More in
England in 1499, was taken with the eight-year-old Henry, who must
have been a tall, handsome, polite, and well-educated boy. Henry
played several instruments and left behind a large collection, which
is detailed in the extensive «Henry VIII Inventory»: Among the
instruments are more than 70 recorders and as many transverse
flutes, almost 30 plucked instruments and as many stringed
instruments, plus almost 60 keyboard instruments and 18
crumhorns. Among the various musical manuscripts that attest to
the diverse and renowned court culture around Henry VIII, the
manuscript 31922 is of particular importance. Almost a third of the
pieces notated in it are attributed to the king. Were these his
favourite pieces? Were they dedicated directly to him? Did he
compose them himself?
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Henry's musical activities are confirmed by various contemporary
witnesses. The Venetian historian Marino Sanudo, for example,
reports that Henry «sang, played the lute, the cittern, the harp, the
recorder and the cornetto, and danced» at the victory celebrations
in Lille in 1513.
In fact, there is no argument against the young king's authorship,
or at least his participation as an editor, in those pieces marked
«The kynge h viii». It is not only the music, but often also the
song texts that give an insight into the court’s philosophy, and
possibly even into Henry's own poetic work. In any case, the
manuscript and especially the Henry pieces are closely connected
to the royal environment. The image that emerges is that of a ruler
who seeks the beautiful and the good; who knows how to use the
tropes of courtly love: who celebrates the melancholy of farewell as
well as the consolation of hope.
Is it Utopia? In 1521, perhaps not yet. The 30-year-old king and his
queen, six years his senior, wait in vain for a male heir. Both have
suffered from the political tensions that arose around their
marriage. But their way of life seems to work; Henry is recognised
and, with the help of Thomas More's arguments, is even awarded
the title of «Defender of the Faith» by the Pope shortly afterwards.
Thus, this musical landscape of the Henry VIII Manuscript
sketches out a programme with sonorities both naïve and
profound; the music of the king at a time when Utopia still
seemed possible and contemporary scholars such as Erasmus of
Rotterdam and Thomas More praised Henry VIII as invincible and
«adorned with all virtues».

Figure right: Portrait of Henry at the time of his coronation. The painting is attributed to
Meynnart Wewyck, ca. 1509. Denver Art Museum
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«Musical Notes »
1. Pastyme with good companye - Henry VIII (1491-1547)
«The kynges balade» is the title of this classic piece of
Renaissance music in a concordance, the Ritson Manuscript.
In the present manuscript 31922, the piece is also attributed to
Henry, who will introduce the four blocks of today's programme
in a lively manner with different instrumentations.
Pastyme with good companye,
I love and shall untyll I dye,
Gruche who lust but none denye,
So god be plesyd, thus leve wyll I,
For my pastance,
hunt, syng and dance,
my hart is sett
All goodly sport
for my comfort
who shall me let.

Passing the time with good company
I love and I will [love] until I die.
Envy whoever you will, but let no one
deny it.
If it pleases God, I will live.
Hunting, singing,
dancing at my leisure,
this is what my heart desires.
Every good distraction,
to my satisfaction,
who shall deny me?

2. Withowt dyscord - Henry VIII
The desire for peace and the longing for perfect harmony is set to
music in this three-part piece with interlocking contrapuntal lines.
Withowt dyscord
And bothe acorde
Now let us be,
Bothe hart alone
To set in one
best semyth me.

Without
discord and in
harmony
let us now be. To put
both individual hearts
into one seems best to
me.
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Of lovys payne,
Then helpe must
have Hym selfe
to save And love
to optayne.

For when a soul [also: alone] in
tribulation
is in pain from love, it
needs help,
to save itself
and to obtain love.

Wherfor now we
That lovers be
Let us now pray,
Onys love sure
Ffor to procure
Withowt denay,
Wher love so
sewith Ther no
hart rewith, But
condyscend, If
contrarye
What remedy
God yt amen.

Therefore now we
who are lovers, let
us pray,
to secure the love of a [lady], to
make an effort,
without denial.
Where love is thus
requested, no heart
regrets, but consents if
contrary.
What brings healing?
God will make it
better.

3. La my - [Henricus Isaac (c1450-1517)]
In addition to a preponderance of original English pieces, MS 31922
also contains some continental hits such as this instrumental piece by
Heinrich Isaac. It is based on a motif of four solmisation syllables
which give it its name: «La mi la sol». These are presented clearly
in the tenor, first in long note values, then increasingly faster,
and ornamented by three contrapuntal voices.

Cantus firmus of the four syllables La mi la sol. MS 31922, fol. 9r
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4. A Robyn - William Cornish (c1465-1523)
Robin often refers to the male protagonist in a pastorale, to which this
song text may allude. In this case, he is asked in a canon about his
beloved. His answer and the answer of the beloved are given in two
small counter-melodies over the canon, which resembles a perpetual
motion machine.
A Robyn, gentyl robyn,
Tel me how thy lemen doth
And thow shalt know of myne.
Ah Robin, gentle Robin, tell me how your
beloved is.
And you shall know of mine.

My lady is unkinde iwis, alac why is she so,
She lovyth another better than me, and yet she will say no.
My lady is heartless, certainly, but oh, why is she like that?
She loves someone else more than me and yet she will deny it.

A Robyn...
I cannot think such doubylnes, for I find women trew,
In faith my lady lovith me well, she will change for no new.
I cannot think such falsehood, for I found faithful women.
My lady loves me faithfully; she will not leave me for another.

A Robyn...

5. My thought oppressed - Anonymous
The authorship of this lament remains obscure; it is unique in MS
31922, in which the two low voices are also texted. In Henry's time,
larger string instruments gradually became the norm at court, used
as they are here in the programme. Musically and rhetorically, the
three voices show some extraordinary ideas. These include, for
example, the treatment of cadences in the bass, and the linguistic
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structure of the last section. The first part of the programme ends,
enigmatically absorbed in melancholic thoughts.

My thought oppressed, my mynd in trouble,
My body languisshyng, my hart in payn, My
joys dystres, my sorows dowble,
My lyffe as one that dye wold fayne,
My uyes for sorow salt ters do rayne;
Thus do I lyve in gret hevynes,
Withowt hope or comfort off
redresse.
My thoughts oppressed, my mind in worry, my body
languishing, my heart in pain; my joys despairing, my
sorrows double; my life like one that would gladly die;
my eyes rain salty tears of grief;
So I live in great gloom without hope
of comfort or redress.

My hope from me is clene exiled forever,
Which is my payne, with hope my payn hath me begyled,
Begyled am I and cannot refrayne,
Refrayne I must yet in dysdayne,
In dysdayne I shall my lyfe
endure, Alas, withowt hope of
recure.
My hope was completely and forever dispelled,
this is my pain; with hope my pain has deceived me. Deceived I am,
and I cannot restrain it;
I must subdue it, but in disgrace, in
disgrace I shall endure my life, [but] alas,
without hope of improvement.

Oftyme for deth forsoth I call in releasse of my gret smert,
For deth is endar principall of all the sorows,
Within my hart a payn it is hens to depart,
Yet my lyfe is to me so grevus that deth is plesur,
And nothyng noyus.
Often, indeed, I call for death to redeem my great torment. For death
is the greatest finisher of all sorrows. It hurts in my heart to leave.
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But my life is so sorrowful to me that death is a pleasure and
nothing burdensome.

Thus may ye se my wofull chance, my chance contrarious,
From all plesure to gret penance,
Of penance and payne I am right sure,
Right sure to have no good aventure,
No good adventye in me to have place,
Nay, nay, for why ther ys no space.
So you see my miserable lot, my happiness turned into the opposite,
from all pleasure to great regret,
Remorse and pain are certain for me.
Sure [I am] not to have a good destiny, Not to
carry a good destiny within me.
No, no, [and] why? There is no room there.

Excerpt from My thought oppressed with corrections and an attempt to underlay the text.
MS 31922, fol. 118
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6. Pastyme with good companye - Henry VIII
In the second set of the evening, cheerfulness returns: like the
first, the second verse of «The kynges balade» also testifies to
youthful exuberance and light-heartedness.
Youthe must have sum daliance,
Off good or yll sum pastance,
Company me thinks then best,
All thoughts and fansys to
deiest,
Ffor idillnes
is cheff mastres
of vices all,
Then who can say
but myrth and
play is best of all.

Youth needs its time for play,
For good or bad, a little sport.
Society seems best to me,
to dispel all thoughts and whims.
Because idleness
is the supreme mistress
of all sins.
Who could say anything other
than that happiness and play
are the best things?

7. In May that lusty seson - Farthing [Thomas Farthing
(+1520 or 1521)].
Canons played an important role in Henry's courtly circle. They
are a display of musical skill coupled with a certain wit, expressing
in little riddles a philosophy which posits that intellectual pleasure
is essential. In some cases a certain form of canon (also known as a
round) is notated in a circle. In May, that lusty season, is a simply
notated canon. «Maying» was a common way of celebrating
summer, especially the Merry Month - in this case with a lovely
calm melody which nevertheless has a considerable range.
In may that lusty seson
To gether the flours down by the
medows grene,

In May, the blissful season, surrounded by
flowers down by the
green meadows,
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the birds sang on all sides, so joyful it
gladdened my heart,
they chirped so purely.
The nightingale sang happily high above,
so splendid amidst the sharp thorns.

The byrdys sang on evry syde so
meryly it ioyed my hart,
They toyned so clene,
The nyghtyngale sang on hie
ioyfully, So merely among the
thornys kene.

8. Fa la sol - [William Cornish]

Fa la sol is a demanding instrumental fantasy. The soggetto of the
three solmisation syllables is often well hidden. This entirely
untexted three-part piece is divided into clear musical sections that
differ in character - almost like telling a story with an invisible text.

9. Grene growth the holy - Henry VIII
«Holly/holy» is the «holy» holly, which as an evergreen was
already significant in the 16th century, especially during the
winter and Christmas season. It is not surprising that this piece,
in which holly and ivy are cited as symbols of loyalty, seems like a
carol. However, only the Burden is set to music; In order to be able to
close this section of the programme with the full narrative, the
musical material of Henry's Where to should I express serves
as a contrafactum and provides the music for the verses. In
contrast to the first part of the programme, the farewell
greeting now seems somewhat less anguished and is in any
case marked by the virtues of courtly love.
Grene growth the
holy, So doth the ivye,
Thow wynters blastys blow never so
hye, Grene growth the holy.

Green grows the holly [=the sacred], and
the ivy does the same,
frosty winter gusts never blow so high. The
holly grows green.

As the holy grouth grene, and never
chaungyth hew,
So I am ever hath bene, unto my lady
trew. Grene growth...

Just as the holly is green and never
changes colour,
so I am and always have been faithful to my lady.
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The three parts of the surviving refrain to Grene growth the holy. MS 31922, 37v
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A the holy grouth grene, with i v e all
alone,
When flowerys cannot be sene, and
grene wode levys be gone.
Grene growth...

Just as the holly is green, alone with the ivy,
while flowers are not to be seen
and the leaves of the green forest have
disappeared.

Now unto my lady, promise to her I
make,
Frome all other only to her, I me be
take. Grene growth...

[So] I now make a promise to my
lady:
To her alone of all, I give myself.

Adew myne owne lady, Adew my
specyall,
Who hath my hart trewly be suere
and ever shall.
Grene growth...

Adieu, my lady, adieu, my chosen one,
to whom my heart truly and forever
belongs.

10. Pastyme with good companye - Henry VIII
Virtue is also the keyword for the third part of the concert. In the third
verse, Pastyme with good company wears a temperate robe.
The «Carpe diem» of the lilting royal ballad is still in the air, but at the
same time there is a more moralistic sentiment.
Conviviality with respectability

Company with honeste,
Is vertu, vices to ffle.
Company is good and ill,
But every man hath hys fre wyll.
The best ensew
the worst eschew
my mynde shal be,
Vertu to use
vice to refuce

is the virtue [to] flee from sins.
Society is [both] good and bad,
but every human being has free will. Pursue
the best,
avoid the worst,
so are my thoughts.
Implement virtue
and avoid sin;
I want to commit myself to that.

thus shall I use me.
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11. Fors solemant - [Josquin des Prez (c1450/55-1521)]
The «plucked consort» proceeds in virtuous companionship, in
this contribution to the Josquin Year. For precisely one piece
from MS 31922 has this reference. As David Fallows already
announced in his column, there is an attribution to Josquin in
concordances, so its authorship seems quite plausible. In any case,
this is a contrapuntal gem.

12. Wherto shuld I expresse - Henry VIII
Virtue did not protect even the young king from a certain
melancholy. In this strophic song, the pain of parting is mixed with
the longing for a reunion with his beloved.
Wherto shuld I
expresse, My inward
hevynes,
No myrth can make me
fayn, Tyl that we mete
agayne.

To whom shall I
express my inner melancholy?
No cheerfulness can please me
until we meet again.

Do way dere hart not so,
Let no thought yow
dysmaye, Thow ye now
parte me fro, We shall mete
when we may.

Go, dear heart, not in this way. Let no
thought shake you. Although you are
going away from me now, we will meet
again when we
can.

When I remembyr me,
Of your most gentyll
mynde, It may in no wyse
agre,
That I shuld be unkynde.

When I call to mind
your kindest disposition,
it is by no means fitting that I
should be uncharitable.

The daise delectable,
The violet wan and blo,
Ye ar not varyable,
I love you and no mo.

The lovely daisy, the violet
dark and blue; you are
unchanging;
I love you and no other.

I make you fast and
sure, It ys to me gret
payne, Thus longe to
endure, Tyll that we
mete agayne.

I belong to you steadily and surely; it is
a great pain to me,
that must be so long endured
until we meet again.

The

kynge. H. viii as title to If love now reigned. MS 31922, fol. 48v

13. If love now reigned - Henry VIII
The wish «If love now reigned...» is a more than pious wish, perhaps
even a utopian expression. There are two different versions of this
simple and at the same time touching melody in the manuscript.
In the instrumental version, the ornamentation in the upper
voice is particularly charming.

14. Taunder naken - Henry VIII
King of the Muses - Henry best deserves this title for this version
of the famous «T'Andernach op de Rhin», a love song that
served as cantus firmus for countless Renaissance composers.
The virtuoso upper voice is answered by a no less mobile bass. The
third section of the programme ends with this homage to the royal
art of composition.

15. Though some sayth - Anonymous
The last part begins with a very special piece. Although it remains
without explicit authorship, the king does seem to name himself in
the last stanza. The political background, his youthfulness, and the
need to defend his marriage fit well. Musically, too, the direct
connection seems justified: the opening phrase is strikingly
similar in its form and gesture to the «Kynges balade», before it
manifests itself entirely as a piece of its own from the second and
third phrases onwards. A short untexted interlude, which also
functions as an instrumental postlude, leads to a two-voice section
(cf. carol practice of the time).

Though sum sayth that youth rulyth me,
I trust in age for to tarry,
God and my right and my
dewte, Frome them shall I
never vary,

Though sum sayth that yough rulyth
me.

I pray you all that aged be,
How well dyd ye your youth carry?

Although some say that youth rules me,
I trust in what endures in old age. God and
my right and my duty, I will never depart
from them, although some say that youth
rules me.

I ask you, all of you who are old,
how well did you spend your youth?

I thynk sum wars of ych
degre, Ther in awager lay dar
I.
Though sum sayth that youth rulyth
me.
Pastymes of youth sumtyme amonge,
None can say but necessary,
I hurt no man, I do no wrong,
I love trew wher I dyd mary.

Though sum sayth that youth rulyth
me.
Then sone dyscusse that hens we
must, Pray we to god and seynt mary,
That all amend and here an end,
Thus sayth the king the viiith
harry.

Though sum sayth that youth rulyth

I think some were worse in every way; I
would venture a bet on that: although

some say that youth rules me.

Occasional youthful pastimes, no one can
find them otherwise than necessary. I hurt
no one, I do no wrong; I truly love where I
married, though some say that youth rules

me.

Then it is certain that soon we must leave,
let us pray to God and St. Mary that all
may mend their ways and here be an end,
so says the King, the Eighth Harry:
Although some say that youth rules me.

me....

Coronation of Henry VIII and his wife Katherine. From Stephen Hawes, A Joyfull
Medytacvon to All Englande, Wynkyn de Worde 1509, Cambridge University Library

16. Belle sur tautes: Tota pulcra - [Alexander Agricola (1445-1506)]
Agricola's motet on the famous Song of Songs text Tota pulchra es
praises the beauty of the beloved. In this version, the piece is textless
except for the incipit and is graced with a new bass part. The result
is a unique piece, although unfortunately the last line in the bassus,
of all things, is missing in the manuscript and had to be reconstructed
for this programme.

17. [Consort VIII] - Henry VIII
In addition to the pieces with solmisation titles and the puzzle
canons, there are many textless pieces in manuscript 31922. In his
1962 edition, John Stevens refers to these untitled pieces as Consorts
and numbers them accordingly. The background of these pieces is not
entirely clear. Some are very vocal despite their lack of text, others
are more like contrapuntal exercises. The so-called Consort VIII
seems like a prelude or a miniature of English compositional art.

18. Madame d'amours - Anonymous
Composed in the soft mode, which was considered feminine at the
time, this song in its two verses encapsulates the culture of courtly
love at the time of Henry VIII like no other. Whether he himself is
behind this four-voice composition remains open. If Catherine of
Aragon is indeed the lady addressed by the poet, she took the promise
seriously even after her forced divorce and signed her name as
Katherine the Quene throughout her life.
Madame d'amours
All tymes or ours
from dole dolours,
Ower Lord yow gy in
all socours,
Un to my
pours to be as yours
Untyll I dye.

Madame d'amours,
at all times or hours,
may our Lord lead you out
of sad suffering
[or: do you guide our Lord]
[and give] that to the best of my ability,
I may be yours,
until I die.

And make you
sure,
No creatur
shall me solure,
Nor yet retayne,
but to endure
Ye may be sure,
whyls lyf endur,
Loyall and playne.

And I assure [you] that no
[other] creature will comfort
me either,
nor can keep me away from
[you], but to remain constant,
- of this be certain - as long as my life lasts,
devoted and sincere.

19. Farewel my joy - Coop. [Robert Cooper (1474-1540)]
This three-part farewell song is both a lament and a promise of love.
The two upper voices seem to weave around each other and an equal
dialogue develops in which the melody flows from one voice into
the other.
Farewel my joy and my swete
harte Farewel myn own hart rote,
From you a whyle must I
depart Ther is nonother bote,

Though you depart now thus me
fro, And leve me all alone.
My hart ys yours wherever that I
go, For yow do I mone.

Farewell, my joy and my sweet heart;
Farewell, root of my own heart. I must go
away from you for a while; there is no
other remedy.
If you leave me like this, too, and leave
me all alone,
my heart belongs to you wherever I go;
for you I lament.

20. Helas Madam - Henry VIII
In the case of this chanson, Henry may have been «only» an
arranger who extended the three-part harmony. There are other
stanzas in the Manuscript de Bayeux, but Henry's version with
the anglicised French is suitable for ending the birthday eve
with a utopian declaration of love. Happy Birthday, Henry!

Helas madam celle que ie metant,
Soffre que soye votre humble servant,
Votre humble servant ie seray a
tousiors,
Etant que vivray aultr naimeray que
vous.

Ah, my lady, whom I love so much! Allow me
to be your humble servant.
Your humble servant I will be forever
and as long as I live, love no one but you.

In his own Psalter, Henry is depicted as King David with the harp. BL Royal MS 2 A XVI,
fol. 63v

« Musicians »

The South African mezzosoprano and choir director
Tessa Roos came to Europe to
devote herself to early music.
After studying for a year in
Barcelona, she moved to Basel in 2016. Here she completed
simultaneously a Master's degree in Vocal Performance with Evelyn
Tubb, and Advanced Vocal Ensemble Studies with Anthony Rooley,
from which the vocal ensemble InVocare emerged. In 2020, she
graduated with a specialisation in Renaissance music from the
Schola Cantorum Basiliensis. Tessa works with ensembles such as
Vox Luminis (Lionel Meunier), Sequentia (Benjamin Bagby), and Le
Miroir de Musique (Baptiste Romain). In duo with the gambist
Mathilde Gomas, she also performs English song repertoire from
around 1600 for voice and lyra viol.
Photo © Kirsi Tilk
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Emma-Lisa Roux discovered
the Renaissance lute at the
age of six with her first
teacher Claire Antonini, who
also introduced her to
singing. Her growing passion
for Renaissance music led to
her admission at the Schola
Cantorum Basiliensis, where
she completed her Bachelor's
degree with Hopkinson Smith
in 2018, her Master's degree with Peter Croton in early 2021, and
is currently continuing her studies with the goal of becoming a
Master of Pedagogy. As part of her study of the lute repertoire,
Emma-Lisa Roux experiments with singing and accompanying
herself. She performs regularly in Europe, both as a lutenist and as a
singing lutenist. In 2019, she took part in the Fabulous Fringe Festival
with the Trio Rosa Mundi, performing in Utrecht and Bruges, as well
as at the Laus Polyphoniae Festival in Antwerp as part of the
International Young Artist's Presentation.
Photo © Elam Rotem

Claire Piganiol plays diverse
repertoires from Medieval to
Contemporary, on historical
instruments (harp, recorder,
organetto).
She plays with ensembles such
as Gilles Binchois, Tetraktys
and Le Miroir de Musique for
Medieval and Renaissance
repertoire, and Le Parlement de
Musique, Akadêmia and Kesselberg for Baroque music. She plays at
music festivals (Oude Muziek Utrecht, Festtage Alte Musik Basel,
Festival de Davos, Forum für Alte Musik Zürich...), at opera houses
(Amsterdam, Lille, Reims, Dresden, Lucerne) and in cultural buildings
steeped in history (Versailles Palace, Mariastein Monastery,
Einsiedeln Monastery). She teaches in France and Switzerland and
regularly gives courses and masterclasses at (among others) the Besalu
Medieval Music Weeks in Spain and the Settimana Musicale del
Trecento in Arezzo, Italy.

Grace Newcombe is the
founder and director of the
ensemble
Rumorum,
with
whom she won two prizes at
the
York
Early
Music
International Young Artists
competition and was part of
the
EEEmerging
research
programme. She performs as a
singer with the ensembles Leones, Peregrina, Le miroir de musique
and Gilles Binchois. She studied musicology at Oxford University
and worked as a choir director and organist at Hertford College
there. Since 2012 she has been living in Basel, where she completed
a master's degree in singing, harp and keyboard instruments of the
Middle Ages and Renaissance at the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis
with Kathleen Dineen and Dominique Vellard, on a scholarship from
the Leverhulme Trust. She also completed a master's degree in vocal
pedagogy with distinction in 2016. In addition to performing, she is
undertaking a PhD on medieval British vocal practice at the
Universities of Southampton and Bristol on a grant from the Arts
and Humanities Research Council.
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Specialising in the music of
the 15th to 17th centuries,
Elizabeth
Rumsey
is
particularly at home with
ensemble and chamber music.
She performs with various viol
consorts (Musicke and Mirthe,
The Earle his Viols) and plays
in several other specialised
instrumental ensembles. In addition to consort music, she plays vielle,
Renaissance and Baroque viol, and lirone with various ensembles in
Europe, North America and Australia (including Per-Sonat,
Le Miroir de Musique, Private Musicke, Profeti della Quinta, Huelgas
Ensemble, Leones) and can be heard on numerous CD and radio
recordings. With her ensembles Compass and Van Eyck Project she
explores the viol consort repertoire and the instrumental
interpretation of 15th century chansons. Elizabeth Rumsey lives in
Basel.
Photo©Randall Cook

Tabea Schwartz is dedicated
to
the
contemporary,
historically
informed
performance of music from
the 13th to 18th centuries.
During her studies in Basel
and Stockholm, she was able
to
steadily
deepen
her
expertise in the musical
languages of the Middle Ages, the Renaissance and the Baroque.
Today she pursues an active concert career as a recorder player and
with string instruments of the early modern period, with a creative
focus on the Basel region. Her debut album of previously unknown
Italian recorder sonatas was released in November 2020. She is a
member of the musical direction team of the ReRenaissance series
and is also active as a music mediator in research and teaching. She
teaches solmisation at the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis and recorder
at the Pratteln Augst Giebenach Music School.
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« Why I'll be there »
Column by David Fallows (for the July-concert)
If the June concert mostly devoted to Henry VIII is a rare, perhaps
unique, event, the same could probably be said about July's Serafino
concert. He may be the quintessential minimalist poet, since his output
is mostly of strambotti, poems of only eight lines. The first printed
edition of his poetry, published by the former Basel student Johannes
Besicken in Rome in 1501, soon after the poet's death at the age of
only 34, contained 206 poems, but with each successive edition there
were more until the 1516 edition of Giunta had 551.
Not surprisingly, there is much disagreement about which are really
his.
He was particularly famous for singing his compositions to the lute,
which rather implies unwritten transmission. But on very good
authority he studied composition with the famous Flemish composer
Guillaume Garnier, which implies written music, though nothing
survives with his name on it.. (For that matter, no music survives
credited to Guillaume Garnier either: there are some enormous gaps
in our knowledge of musical history during those years.) What
everybody agrees about is that Serafino was a massive influence on
the poetry and the singing of the next few generations. We must also
agree that it will be most interesting to see how the musicians in our
concert resolve those problems.

Jacob Lawrence, the singer in the Serafino programme, © Randall Cook

« Ite, sospiri ... »
The poetic voice of Serafino Aquilano (1466-1500)
SUN 25 July 2021
Devoted follower of Petrarca, the poet and musician Serafino
Aquilano was a luminary of his day, and his work was published for
decades after his death. Yet his legacy leaves us a little melancholy;
while his words and music can be found in collections made close
to his lifetime, his fame was for the ephemeral art of improvisation.
Even so, enough of his poetry and music survives to justify his fame
and allow us a window into this flourishing Renaissance art. The
common instruments of the time – harp, lute, viola – are the perfect
accompaniment to 15th-century Strambotti and Odes, and a glimpse
of the Italian humanists’ reverence for an Antique perspective is
possible through the ethereal sound of the wire-strung Cetra and
silver tone of the bowed Lira.

Jacob Lawrence - voice, lira da braccio
Marc Lewon - lute, cetra
Masako Art - harp
Elizabeth Rumsey - viola d'arco, lira da gamba; director

« Coming up »
SUN 29 August 2021
Mundus mirabilis domini Amerbachii
Basel in Dialogue with the Keyboards
Corina Marti and Sofija Grgur Clavicytherium, Renaissance Harpsichord and Organ
Tabea Schwartz - co-director

SUN 26 September 2021
Canziones para menestriles
Spanish and Flemish wind music from Northern Spain
Catherine Motuz - trombone, director | Katharina Haun - cornetto |
Ann Allen - pommer | Susanna Defendi - trombone | Carles
Cristobal - dulcian | Elizabeth Rumsey - co-director

SUN 31 October 2021
Chantez gayement
From Geneva to Basel: Sing along on Reformation Day!
Jean-Christophe Groffe - voice; director
Doron Schleifer, David Munderloh, Matthieu Romanens - Voice
Olivier Wyrwas - Regal
Tabea Schwartz - co-director

Collection/Donation
via payment into the account at Postfinance:
ReRenaissance
Andreas Heusler-Str. 28, 4052 Basel
IBAN CH41 0900 0000 1539 1212 1
BIC: POFICHBEXXX
We ask that you also consider making a donation if you «only» attend
the video or a livestream.
For fast payment connections see www.rerenaissance.ch

Our series is financed on the one hand by the collection and
private donations, and on the other hand by support from private
and public foundations.
We are very grateful for any financial support.
ReRenaissance is recognised as a non-profit organisation. Donations
are tax-deductible.
Information from: hello@rerenaissance.ch | +41 79 744 85 48
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